
 

 

  

NANCY WAKE – MISSION OVERVIEW  

Nancy Wake was a British Special Operations agent during WW2. She was a master of espionage and one of the most decorated servicewomen of the British Intelligence 
Service. Using her intelligence and skill, she was able to evade capture for the whole of her military career. During this unit, your team of spies will train to the highest level, 
remain undetected and complete a range of missions, concluding when they are able to transport allied soldiers across the French border into Spain.  

Mission 1 

‘Protect those who protect you.’ 

Teams have been successfully parachuted into France. Like Nancy Wake, it is vital that from the outset of their mission, the teams protect 
information and remain as anonymous as possible. In today’s task, the team of spies will be undertaking intense training at base camp. Team 
members must try everything in their power to protect their secrets.  

Mission 2 

‘You should always tell the truth.’ 

In all aspects of day to day life, Nancy was required to live a lie. The teams have left base camp training and are now integrated into society. The 
Gestapo has become suspicious and spies must be consistent and confident whilst being questioned. If not, they face capture and imprisonment! 

Mission 3 

‘No pressure – no diamonds!’ 

Due to their competence, spies have been drafted behind enemy lines and are working amongst some of the Nazi’s most senior military personnel. 
They must maintain invisibility and retrieve as many pieces of information as possible in a given time. 

Mission 4 

‘80% of communication is non-verbal.’ 

During their last mission behind enemy lines, the spies intercepted some top secret information. They must now decode this information and 
decide whether it will be instrumental in stopping the war. 

Mission 5 

‘Never look down on someone unless you’re helping them up.’ 

Throughout her career, Nancy was able to evade capture. Unfortunately, our spies haven’t been quite so lucky! They are currently being held in a 
high security prisoner-of-war camp. The only way to escape is to dig! 

Mission 6 

‘The number one priority is shelter.’ 

The spies have successfully escaped from the prisoner-of-war camp, however they are now stranded in rural France and winter has set in. In order 
to survive the night, with temperatures due to drop below freezing, spies must build adequate shelter and use the materials on offer to provide 
warmth to all team members. 

Mission 7 

‘Do what’s easy and your life will be hard.’ 

Spies have successfully moved from Northern to Southern France undetected. In order to evade the enemy completely, they must cross the 
Pyrenees Mountains into Spain, a neutral country. Nancy attempted this many times, finally succeeding during her 6th attempt. This pathway was 
then used in all conditions and during all times of day and night. Have spies got what it takes to make the journey? 

Mission 8 

‘We all need somebody to lean on.’ 

Our spies are transporting allied soldiers along their tried and tested route, across the Pyrenees. Unfortunately, the treacherous conditions have 
meant that one of the soldiers has fallen and injured themselves and they are unable to walk. Spies must transport the injured soldier, by any 
means possible, across the Spanish Border. 


